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GENERAL BRIEFING

•

Summary on EMP
- Compliance with environmental safety under Loan Covenant is guaranteed. All detail
requirement in bidding documents and contracts of all packages are checked with
condition of Loan Covenant in this report.
- The PMU submitted last version of semi-annual environmental monitoring report of
the first six months of 2020 to ADB in August 2020.
- Mitigation measures in the updated EMP of each subproject have been carried out by
the Contractors at site, essentially complying with the requirement. Some of mitigation
measures have not been fully complied with, which were documented by the PMU,
requesting for corrective actions.
- CSC implements the quarterly environmental monitoring, environmental quality
analysis in Sep and Nov 2020, preparation of environment quality monitoring report
and submit to the PMU.
- There was no training course in this reporting period.
- In this reporting period, there was no complaint on environment.

•

Monitoring activities
- In this reporting period, the environmental sampling program for 4 Packages (DH-UR
ICB, DH-UR NCB, LB-UR ICB, DH-RE) was implemented in Sep and Nov 2020. The
results of the analysis of environmental parameters showed that all of parameters
were within the allowable limits.
- Monitoring of Contractor's EMP compliance was carried out daily/weekly by the
construction supervision consultant (CSC) through visual inspection in the field. The
EMP Contractor's environmental management effectiveness was assessed
subjectively by the safety supervisor and the environmental monitoring officer of the
CSC and through the results of periodical environmental monitoring.
- In this reporting period, an ADB mission had meeting with PMU Quang Tri in Nov
2020

•

Key issues, remedial actions implemented and complaints
- Landslide and flood were happened because of storm and heavy rain in Oct and Nov
2020 in construction sites of some packages, PMU and CSC supervised the
contractors carried out corrective actions
- The CSC examined the implementation of Contractors' mitigation measures and daily
environmental efficiency; provided site instructions for adjustments and additions to
activities if the Contractor's remedial measures are not met.
- Detail of remedial actions on environmental mitigation and health/safety are
presented in table 7, table 8 and table 9.
- CSC also supervised implementation COVID19 preventive measures of the
contractor and report to PMU by environmental monthly report since April 2020.

•

Key activities planned in the next reporting period
- Strengthen monitoring the Contractors’ compliance with the SEMP, especially
landslide of access road of Lao Bao Landfill.
- Implementation of a monitoring program every 3 months for construction is in
progress.
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I.

PROJECT OVERVIEW, GENERAL ON SAFEGUARD ISSUES

1. Project overview
Project objectives: The improved transport links among the Greater Mekong Sub-region
(GMS) countries have been strengthening urban connections and building a firm base for
people, goods and services more efficiently. This pre-requisite condition also contributes
significantly to the enhancement of trade in the border districts and town corridors. The cities
and towns along the Southern Economic Corridor (SEC) that links Vietnam with Cambodia
and the East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) that connects Vietnam with the Lao PDR are
strategically located and acting as active growth engines for investment and economic
development. Despite the enormous economic opportunities available, urban corridors are
facing challenges in meeting urban infrastructure needs and the necessary support services
for the rapid urban population growth and expansion of urban areas. Given the favorable
environment for developing local strategic economies, providing sufficient infrastructure and
institutional capacity to manage future development, the urban corridors are expected to
attract investments from the public sector into the urban environmental infrastructure and at
the same time encourages private investment that is interested in investing in urban
economic infrastructure.
The GMS project consists of 5 sub-projects:
(i). Subproject of Dong Ha urban roads.
-

Location: Dong Ha city

-

Construction of 6 roads, 18.9 km in length.

(ii). Subproject of Hieu River Embankment in Dong Ha city
-

Location: Dong Ha city

-

Construction of 3 sections, 6.01 km in length

(iii). Subproject of Lao Bao urban roads
-

Location: Khe Sanh town and Lao Bao town.

-

Construction of 5 works, 13,942.87 m in length

(iv). Dong Ha Material Recycle Facility
-

Location: Dong Ha city.

-

Technical infrastructure, grade IV, construction area 0.24 ha.

(v). The subproject of Solid Waste Collection and Treatment System in Huong Hoa
district.
-

Location: Tan Thanh commune, Huong Hoa district.

-

Summary scale: Technical infrastructure, grade III, including 3 items:
÷ Access road to the landfill: 4.8 km in length
÷ 22kV Line - 4.8km long and a substation.
÷ Landfill: 4.86ha.

(vi) Lighting system
-

Type and level of works: Technical infrastructure lighting works:
÷ Construction and installation of urban lighting systems for the roads Dong Ha,
Lao Bao and Hieu River Embankment of Dong Ha city with a total length of
42,144.0m

(vii) Construction Song Hieu Bridge in Dong Ha:
3

- Construction of bridge to connect DH-UR improved roads West of current main
bridge to facilitate increased traffic volumes, the main bridge length is 200m, the
cable-stayed structure, the bridge design frequency is 1%, and (ii) the bridgehead
path is about 100m
2. Project Progress
(i) Construction Packages
There are totally 8 Packages of the civil works for 6 subprojects in Dong Ha and Lao Bao as
described in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Summary of name and code of the civil work Packages to be used in the
Report
Name of Packages
Code
Contractors
No
1

ICB Dong Ha Urban roads DH-UR ICB
(including Thanh Nien road,
Ward 2 to Dong Luong and Dong
Le road)

Bach
Dang
Corporation

2

NCB Dong Ha Urban roads DH-UR NCB
(including Hoang Dieu, Ba Trieu,
Truong Chinh and Le Thanh
Tong roads)

Joint Venture between Thanh An
Joint Stock Company, Hung Cuong
Construction and Investment Joint
Stock Company, CSC

3

ICB Lao Bao Urban roads

Cienco 4 Company

4

Dong Ha
Facility

5

Hieu River Embankment - Dong DH-RE
Ha city

Joint venture between Minh Dung
Construction Company and Truong
Xuan Construction Company

6

Solid Waste Collection and LB-LF
Treatment System in Huong Hoa
district

Joint Venture between Quang Tri
Construction and General Trade
Company and SEEN Company)

7

Construction and Installation of LS NCB
Lighting systems

Lung Lo Construction Corporation

8

Construction Song Hieu Bridge in DH-SHB
Dong Ha

Joint venture of Trung Chinh
trading and construction company
limited and
civil
engineering
construction joint - stock company
no.525

Material

LB-UR ICB

Recycle DH-MRF

Construction

Thanh Nien JSC

Package: DH-UR ICB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Thanh Nien road, Ward 2 to Dong
Luong and Dong Le road): The contract was signed on 09/9/2016. The Notice to Proceed
and field mobilization were issued on 24/12/2016. By the end of December 2020, the
Contractor has been in the construction for 36 months and has completed approximately
78% of physical construction.
Package: DH-UR NCB Dong Ha Urban roads (including Hoang Dieu, Ba Trieu, Truong
Chinh and Le Thanh Tong roads): The contract was signed on 05 April 2017. The Notice to
Proceed and field mobilization were issued on 29/09/2017. The expected completion time is
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June 2020. Until end of December 2020 this subproject has completed around 70% of
physical construction.
Package: LB-UR ICB Lao Bao and Khe Sanh Urban roads: The contract was signed on
28/12/2016. The Notice to Proceed and field mobilization were issued on 27/3/2017. By the
end of December 2020, the Contractor has been completed 67.50% of construction.
Package: DH-MRF Dong Ha Material Recycle Facility: The contract was signed on
21/02/2017. The Notice to Proceed and field mobilization were issued on 05/5/2017. This
subproject was completed in Mar 2019. Anyhow, until end of June 2020, this facility has not
yet operation due to lack of some auxiliary equipment.
Package: DH-RE Hieu River Embankment - Dong Ha city: The overall progress of this
package up to end of the reporting period is completion of 65% of work. The works has
commenced on 2 October 2017. There was 3.2km of the total 6km have been handed-over,
including: The entire Section I (North bank, downstream of Dong Ha bridge); Section III
(South bank, downstream of Dong Ha bridge, however, 75m section from the starting point
have still encumbered); Section II.a (South bank, upstream of Dong Ha bridge, from the
starting point to railway bridge, 700m has been handed over) and Section II.b (South bank,
upstream of Dong Ha bridge, section from railway bridge to Dong Ha market, 500m from
Thanh Nien Bridge to Dong Ha Market has been handed over). The section II.a and II.b is
continuing construction.
Package: LB-LF Solid Waste Collection and Treatment System in Huong Hoa district:
Signed Construction Contract in December 2018, commencement in Jan 2019 and until
December 2020 of it has been completed 36%.
Package: Construction and Installation of Lighting systems: Contract was awarded in April
2018. The works has commenced in April 2018 and has completed 55.26% until end of
Decmber 2020.
Package: Construction Song Hieu Bridge in Dong Ha: This subproject was commenced on Apr
11, 2020 and has completed 23% until end of December 2020. Contractor is Joint venture of
Trung Chinh trading and construction company limited and civil engineering construction joint
- stock company no.525. CSC is Joint venture of bridge and tunnel engineering consultant
joint stock company and Tan Phong engineering & construction joint stock company, and
Project Management Unit is Quang Tri Transport Infrastructure Construction Project
Management Unit.
In this reporting period, because of unfavorable conditions of the weather, storm and heavy
rain caused a flood in the project areas, therefore the contractors could not carry out much
work on the construction sites. As of December 31, 2020, the construction period of all
packages has expired, except Song Hieu Bridge package while the construction volume has
not yet completed. The PMU is implementing the procedures to submit to the investor and
the Provincial People's Committee to extend the construction time for this package, the
ending time is expected to June 2021.
(ii) Consulting Services Packages
Package: The Construction Supervision and Equipment Installation Consulting: implemented
by Kunhwa Engineering & Consulting Co.Ltd since 28/9/2016 to assist the PMU in
supervision of awarded subprojects. This contract will be extended as GMS is decided
extension implementation time until December 2020.
Package: The Independent Monitoring: Consulting and Human Resources Development
Co.,Ltd (CHR Co.,Ltd) signed contract at 01 December 2015. This contractor has
responsibility to monitor the activities related to land acquisition, compensation, resettlement
and environmental issues starting from 01/2018. On March 12, 2020 PMU sent Appendix on
extension IMO’s contract to ADB for reviewing and issuing NOL. Date 18/3/2020, ADB
issued NOL on extension IMO’s contract by June 30, 2020. In this extension period, there is
no responsibility on environmental supervision.
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Package: The Project Management Consultancy and Training Capacity Development
(PMSCD): implemented by the association of Fichtner - Anycon - Dohwa since November
2014 until June, 2019. The project management support consultant (PMSC) was mobilized in
January 2020, replaced for PMSCD.
Package: The Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC) for Song Hieu Bridge sub-project:
implemented by Joint venture of Bridge and Tunnel Engineering Consultant joint stock
company and Tan Phong Engineering & Construction joint stock company
Table 2. Project overview, summary of project progress
Name and Code of
Project:
Type of Safeguard
Policy

Environment

B

Indigenous People

C

Involuntary
Resettlement

A

Reporting period:

From July to December 2020

Previous reporting
date:

August 2020

Key activities of this
period

Awarding: until end of this reporting period, all subprojects have
been awarded.
• Work progress (% physical completion): see details in the
table 3 below
• Status of approval of safety issues/licenses/agreements:
SEMR of the first half of year 2020 was submitted and
approved by ADB
• Environmental effect monitoring: was carried out in Mar and
June 2020
• Conducting training courses: There is not any training
course was conducted in the reporting period
• Community consultation: No activities

Reported by:

PMU Quang Tri/Project Management Support Consultant (PMSC)
Table 3. General progress of the Project until 30/12/2020

No.
1

2

Code
DH-MRF

DH-UR
ICB

DED/Consultancy
100%

100%

Bidding
100%

100%

Construction Project activities have been
progress
done in the reporting period
100%

Completed construction
and Handed over

78%

- Construction of asphalt
concrete.
Construction
of
pavements, sewers
Construction
and
installation of traffic safety
signs.
- Construction of asphalt
concrete on the bridge
surface, drainage on the
bridge and the handrail of
6

Lap Thach bridge
Construction
underpass of Dai
bridge

3

4

5

DH-UR
NCB

DH-RE

LB-LF

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

of
Loc

70%

Hoang Dieu Road:
- Backfill road foundation
Construction
of
road
foundation, paving asphalt
concrete.
- Construction of pavements,
vertical drainage ditches
Reinforce
the
left
embankment on the left side of
the route
Ba Trieu Road:
- Backfill road foundation
Construction
of
road
foundation, paving asphalt
concrete.
- Construction of pavements,
vertical drainage ditches
Truong Chinh Road:
Construction
of
road
foundation, paving asphalt
concrete.
- Construction of pavements

65%

- Construction of excavation,
backfill
- Construction of embankment
by gabion
- Construction of embankment
stone
- Construction of reinforced
concrete embankment

36%

Access road to the landfill:
- Digging the road foundation
of the section Km3 + 387 -: Km4 + 00
Construction
of
road
foundation
- Construction of reinforcement
vertical drainage ditches
Landfill:
- Leveling, reinforcing the
embankment slope
Construction
of
road
foundation and foundation
layer of internal roads
- Construction of leachate
treatment system
7

- Construction of sewage
pumping stations
- Construction of domestic
waste burial pits
- Construction of waste water
collection ditch system
- Construction of guard house;
Car Garage and Managers
- Construction of the roof of
the garbage classification area
- Construction of leachate
reservoir
Construction
of
water
reservoirs after treatment Construction of surface water
drainage system
- Construction of general water
supply system, fire fighting
water supply

6

LB-UR ICB

100%

100%

67,5%

1. Hung Vuong road (section
from Km0 + 00 ÷ Km2 + 00):
- Construction of drainage
ditches along the road surface
on the left side of the route.
Construction
of
brick
pavement.
- Planting trees, installing trash
nets
2. Truong Cong Kinh, Doan
Khue and To Huu Streets:
- Planting trees, installing bar
screen
3. Sepon Road (construction
of additional items):
- To handle and repair the
landslide caused by floods and
storms at culvert the Km0 +
190

7

LS NCB

100%

100%

55,5%

Construction of electric lighting
system for roads in Dong Ha
and Lao Bao areas
Construction of the pier,
including the following work
items: construction of bored
piles, tower piers, completing 9
out of 20 steps of the tower
bar; installation of scaffolding
for
the
construction
of
transverse beam No. 3.
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DH-SHR

Progress

100%

100%

23%

100%

100%

61,9%
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General Progress

87,3%

3. Implementation of EMP
Institutional structures and responsibilities in updated Environmental Management Plans
have been approved by the ADB. Responsibilities of Execution Agencies, Implementing
Agencies, PMUs, Construction Supervision Consultants (CSC), Independent Monitoring
Organization, Contractors in the implementation of the EMP are described in the table below.
Table 4. Responsibilities of stakeholders in implementation of EMP
Name of Agency

Responsibilities

Status of compliance

Execution Agency 1. Management in terms of Complied with
(Quang Tri PPC)
guidelines for the project
2. Approval of important decisions
such as procurement plan,
DED ...
Responsibilities
of
the 1. DPI is complying with all
Department of Planning and these related responsibilities.
Investment:
1. Direct the PMU to ensure
compliance with the loan contract
and approve important decisions
for the project such as approving
Implementation
the bidding documents; awarding
Agency - Quang Tri decision
DPI
2.
Approval
of
additional
proposed activities in case be
requested from financial audits or
monitoring and evaluation reports.
Responsibilities of the PMU:
1.
Submit
quarterly
and
annual reports of subproject to
ADB, including reports related to
the
implementation
of
the
Environmental Management Plan;

Complied with
All quarterly reports including
implementation
of
the
Environmental
Management
Plan were submitted to ADB

2.
Ensure compliance with
implementation of the subprojects
in
accordance
with
ADB's
environmental
and
social
guidelines;

Complied with
PMU assigned environmental
staff; integrated environmental
requirement in to bidding
document and contract with
contractor; approved SEMP of
contractors; monitored EMP
implementation

3.
Coordination of capacity
development program of Project
Management
Unit
(PMU)
including about environment

Complied with
PMU conducted all training
courses
on
environmental
safeguard for contractors/CSC
and other workshops

4.
Popularization
of Complied with
Grievance Redress Mechanism GRM of the project was
(GRM)
disseminated in communes,
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Name of Agency

Contractors

Responsibilities

Status of compliance
districts in project area.

5.
Monitoring Contractors in
their
implementing
the
Environmental Management Plan;
Ensure
Environmental
Management Plan is incorporated
in the detailed design and civil
contracts;

Complied with
PMU periodically or irregularly
supervises
the
contractor's
activities on the construction
sites
All EMP were considered in
DED and integrated into civil
contracts.

1. Implement the requirements of
the
Environmental
Management Plan and related
reporting requirements;

Partially complied with
Some requirements were not
completely complied. Detail in
Part II of the report.

2. Develop and submit a Site Complied with. See detail in
Environmental
Management Table 6
Plan (SEMP) to meet the
requirements
of
the
Environmental
Management
Plan (EMP);
3. Obtain necessary permits for Complied with
construction
of
the All works were issued licenses
components;
4. Appoint a full-time qualified Complied with.
staff
to
coordinate
the Each
Contractor
has
an
implementation
of
the environmental and safety officer
Environmental
Management
Plan
(EMP),
including
environmental,
health and
safety issues;
5. Cooperate with the PMU to Complied with
resolve complaints under the Complaints were solved
Grievance Redress Mechanism requirement from PMU
contractors
Construction
1. The CSC is responsible for
Supervision
monitoring the number of
Consultant (CSC)
remedial
measures
for
environmental protection.
1. Kunhwa
Engineering & 2. Review site management and
Consulting
site safety plans in accordance
Co.Ltd (for 7
with approved safety plans,
sub-projects)
contractual obligations and
2. Joint venture
current regulations.
of Bridge and
Tunnel
Engineering
Consultant
joint
stock
company and

as
by

Complied with
CSC submitted monthly report
on environmental monitoring for
each package to PMU
Complied with
CSC usually visited construction
sites, in case an environmental
or safety issues were detected,
CSC recorded and required
corrective action.
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Name of Agency
Tan
Phong
Engineering &
Construction
joint
stock
company (for
Song
Hieu
Bridge
subproject)

Responsibilities

PMSC – Project
Management
Support Consultant
(group
of
independent
expert)

1. Advise PMU on implementation
of EMP during pre-construction
and
construction
phase,
compliance with ADB policy and
Vietnamese’s regulation.

Status of compliance

Complied with
PMCS
support
PMU
in
supervision compliance with
ADB policy
in the
preconstruction/ construction phase
such as reporting of contractors,
CSC…as well as compliance
with GoV’s regulation
2.
Update
environmental Complied with
management plan of subprojects
EMP of all subprojects except
on urban road, solid waste Song Hieu Bridge of the GMS
management,
water
supply, were updated by PMSCD,
wastewater treatment, material EMP of Song Hieu bridge was
approved in Jan 2019 and it has
recovery
facility,
river
not been required to update
embankment; and recommend
necessary
refinements
and
improvements based on ADB
policies
and
Vietnamese’s
regulation.
3. Ensure that EMP and related Complied with
environmental considerations are
PMSC will not support this tasks
integrated in detailed designs of due to all DED were completed
the subprojects under the GMS before the contract of PMSC
project.
4. Delivery training courses on Complied with
PMSCD provided trainers for
environmental safeguard policy of
training
courses
on
ADB and site environmental environmental safeguard policy
management plan for contractors, of ADB and site environmental
plan
for
construction
supervision management
contractors, CSC, environmental
consultant, environmental staffs
staffs of PMU.
of PMUs.
5. Support PMUs prepare semi- Complied with
PMSCD prepared almost semiannual environmental safeguards
annual
environmental
monitoring reports.
safeguards monitoring reports of
the project,
except the report for period from
11

Name of Agency

Responsibilities

Status of compliance
July to Dec 2018 as comment of
ADB mission in June 2018

PMSC – Project Advise PMU on implementation of Complied with
EMP compliance with ADB policy PMSC
support
PMU
in
Management
supervision compliance with
Support Consultant and Vietnamese’s regulation.
ADB policy
in the preconstruction/ construction phase
such as reporting of contractors,
CSC…as well as compliance
with GoV’s regulation
Support PMUs prepare semi- Complied with
annual environmental safeguards PMSC supported PMU to
monitoring reports.
prepare
environmental
safeguards monitoring reports
for last 2019.
PMSC is supporting PMU to
prepare this Semi-annual EMR

4. EMPs were updated, integration request on environmental safety in contract
agreement.
The clearance of all updated EMPs were completed by the end of December 2017 except
EMP of Construction Song Hieu Bridge was approved by ADB in April 2019. Particularly,
Lighting System package is classified as category C on environmental impacts, therefore,
according to ADB's policies, Environmental Management Plan was not necessary to be
prepared.
All request on environmental safety were intergrated in bidding document and contract
agreement of all packages. This was one clause in loan covernant that the project had to
complied with. The agreement on environmental clauses in loan covernant (schedule 5) have
been compling during the project implementation. The status of compliance with loan
covenant are shown in the table below.
Table 5. Status of compliance with loan covenant
Schedule
and
Indicators
5&6

Agreement

The Borrower shall not award any
construction contract of works until the
Borrower has obtained ADB’s clearance of
the relevant IEE;

Remark/Issues/Status of Compliance

Being complied.
IEE/EMP/Updated EMP for subprojects were
approved by ADB before award of civil work
contracts.
uEMP of each package was approved by:
LB-UR: July 2016
DH-UR: July 2016
DH-MRF: Oct 2016
DH-RE: Nov 2016
LB-LF: Mar 2017
DH-SHR: Apr 2019
12

Schedule
and
Indicators

Agreement

Remark/Issues/Status of Compliance

5 &9

The Borrower shall cause the Project
Executing Agencies to provide necessary
budget and human resources to fully
implement Environmental Management Plan

Being complied.
PMU Quang Tri has rearranged 01 staff to carry
out the monitoring of updating EMPs.
PMU signed contract with new contractor (PMSC)
and mobilized this new contractor in the first
quarter of 2020.
CSC also conduct environmental monitoring.

5 & 10

The Borrower shall cause the Project
Executing Agencies to ensure that all bidding
documents and contracts for Works contain
provisions that require Contractors to: (a)
comply with the measures relevant to the
Contractor
set
forth
in
the
Initial
Environmental
Examination,
and
any
corrective or preventative actions set forth in
a Safeguards Monitoring Report; (b) make
available a budget for all such environmental
and social measures; and (c) provide the
Borrower with a written notice of any
unanticipated environmental that arise during
construction, implementation or operation of
the Project that were not considered in the
Initial Environmental Examination and the
Environmental Management Plan

Being complied.
The Bidding Documents under DKC 2.3 (j) in
Chapter IX: The Specific Conditions of Contract
and will form part of the contract being prepared for
signing between Project Owner and Contractors
and Civil Work Contract have clauses that require
the contractor:
ĐKC 73.1:
- The Contractors have to comply with all law and
regulations of nation and province.
- The Contractors have to a) establish system to
manage environmental impacts; (a) comply with
the mitigation measures included in the approved
IEE/EMP Update Plan that was enclosed with
bidding document; (b) allocate funds for all
environmental measures;
ĐKC 74: - The Contractors have to submit
quarterly environmental monitoring report to PMU
DKC 2.3 (j): Following documents are also a part of
the contract: IEE, uEMP, are herewith this.
Those clauses were required in bidding
documents and contracts of 5 packages:
LB-UR: July 2016
DH-UR: July 2016
DH-MRF: Oct 2016
DH-RE: Nov 2016
LB-LF: Mar 2017
Regrading to package DH-SHB, the environmental
management plan was included the bidding
documents, in chapter IV. Forms / Technical
Proposals / Point 9, detailed as follows:
9. Contractor's environmental management plan.
Based on the environmental management plan
approved by ADB, which was attached to the
Bidding Documents, the contractor needed to
prepares an environmental management plan at the
site in accordance with the construction methods
and equipment used, in addition the contractor must
have a written commitment to implement and the
location for waste dumping that comply with the
environmental regulations (with a drawing of the
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Schedule
and
Indicators

Agreement

Remark/Issues/Status of Compliance

waste dumping location). Waste dumping sites must
be licensed by competent agencies according to the
provisions of Vietnamese law.
EMP was attached the Bidding Documents and
construction contract.
5 & 11

The Borrower shall cause the Project
Executing Agencies to do the following: (a)
submit semi-annual Safeguards Monitoring
Reports to ADB and disclose relevant
information from such reports to affected
persons promptly upon submission;
(b) if any unanticipated environmental and/or
social risks and impacts arise during
construction, implementation or operation of
the Project that were not considered in the
Initial Environmental Examination, the
Environmental Management Plan and the
Resettlement Plan, promptly inform ADB of
the occurrence of such risks or impacts, with
detailed description of the event and
proposed corrective action plan; and
(c) report any actual or potential breach of
compliance with the measures and
requirements set forth in the Environmental
Management Plan or the Resettlement Plan
promptly after becoming aware of the
breach.

Being complied.
(a) Semi-annual Safeguards Monitoring Reports
has been submitted as per request to ADB.
(b) There are no findings of environmental or social
risks which have been identified during the
construction of the project but not reflected in the
EMP Update Plan.
c) The Contractors have to provide written
documents on any environmental and/or social
risks and impacts arise during construction,
implementation or operation of the Project that
were not considered in the Initial Environmental
Examination, the Environmental Management Plan
and the Resettlement Plan to PMU

The Specific Conditions for the Bidding Documents in the updated EMP clearly state that
Contractors prepare a Site Environmental Management Plan to fully meet the updated EMP
approved by ADB. Contractors must include the Action Plan in their bids to commit to
understand and comply with the IFC Environmental Health and Safety guidelines (2007)
Table 6. Summary of Site Environmental Management Plans of Contractors that were submitted
and approved

No.

Name of Packages

Code

Date of submission
and approval of
CEMPs

Date of
integration/updating
COVID19
management plan
into the CEMR

1

ICB Dong Ha Urban roads DH-UR
(including Thanh Nien road, ICB
Ward 2 to Dong Luong and
Dong Le road)

Submitted
on Submitted to PMU
17/01/2017
on June 8th, 2020
Approved on 13/02/2017
by PMU

2

NCB Dong Ha Urban roads DH-UR
(including Hoang Dieu, Ba NCB
Trieu, Truong Chinh and Le
Thanh Tong roads)

Submitted
on Submitted to PMU on
26/05/2017.
June 8th, 2020
Approved on 26/9/2017
by PMU

3

ICB Lao Bao Urban roads

Submitted on 5/4/2017

LB-UR

Submitted to PMU on
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ICB

II.

Approved on 10/4/2017 June 8th, 2020
by PMU

4

Dong Ha Material Recycle DH-MRF
Facility

Approved on 29/5/2017 Submitted to PMU on
by PMU
June 8th, 2020

5

Hieu River Embankment - DH-RE
Dong Ha city

Approved on 10 January Submitted to PMU on
2018 by PMU
June 8th, 2020

6

Solid Waste Collection and LB-LF
Treatment System in Huong
Hoa district

Approved on 13 Mar Submitted to PMU on
2019 by PMU
June 8th, 2020

7

Construction and Installation LS NCB
of Lighting systems

Awarded in April 2018. Submitted to PMU on
The contractor does not June 8th, 2020
prepare
CEMP,
however, in the field
construction plan, there
were
integrated
of
measures to ensure
safety and health of
worker and community.

8

Construction Song
Bridge in Dong Ha

Awarded in April 2020. Submitted to PMU on
CEMP was prepared June 8th, 2020
and approved in June
2020 by Quang Tri
Project
Management
Unit
of
Transport
Construction Works

Hieu DH-SHB

MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

1. Current implementation of EMP (mitigation measures)
During the reporting period, there are 7 packages: DH-UR ICB, DH-UR NCB, LB-LF, LS
NCB, LB-UR ICB, Lao Bao Landfill and Song Hieu Bridge that are under construction. DHMRF package has completed the construction, and handing over to the operator.
Lao Bao Landfill: Situation of non-compliance issues includes:
- There is no latrine for worker on the construction site.
- Workers do not use sufficient PPE (boot, glovers, safety straps)
Further action is listed in Table 7.
DH-UR ICB: In this reporting period, most of the mitigation requirements are complied with.
Non-compliance issue is that fences and warning signs (speed limit board, construction sign
boards.) have not maitained regularly, especially at Dai Loc bridge.
Further corrective actions with respective responsibilities of implementation and supervision
and time-frame are presented in Table 7.
DH-UR NCB: Non-compliance issues includes worker don’t use sufficient PPE and warning
boards have not maintained in good condition. Further corrective actions with respective
responsibilities of implementation and supervision and time-frame are presented in Table 7.
LB-UR ICB Package. Only one non-compliance issue is that warning boards have not
maintained in good condition on the construction site. Further corrective actions with
respective responsibilities of implementation and supervision and time-frame are presented
in Table 7.
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Hieu River Embankment: Only one non-compliance issue is that worker throw away
domestic waste on the construction site. Further action is listed in Table 7.
Song Hieu Bridge:
Non-compliance issues include:
- There are not sufficient firefighting signs and fire extinguishers at the construction site
- Material on the trucks in not covered during transportation on the roads
- There are not sufficient waste bins in the worker camps
Further action is listed in Table 7.
DH-MRF: DH-MRF package has completed the construction, and handing over to the
operator.
The supervision by site inspection of construction Contractors is regularly carried out by the
Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC). Upon detection of non-compliance, CSC will
request Contractors to correct and send to the PMU by monthly report or minute of meeting.
Table 7 summarizes mitigation measures implemented by Contractors during the reporting
period. The assessment of the effectiveness of environmental management measures by
Contractors is based on the level of compliance with Environmental Management Measures
in the updated EMP
Table 7. Compliance with requirements in the EMP
Comments or
Compliance status
Requirements as in
Issues that need
reasons for nonEMP
further actions
(Yes, No, Partial)
compliance
1. DH-UR ICB
Complied.
Solid
waste
management
(domestic solid waste,
construction solid and
liquid waste)

The
Contractor
arranges
garbage
bins on site; the
containers
of
hazardous wastes
such as oil and
grease are reused.

Soil
contamination
management
(from concrete mixing
plants, use of asphalt,
construction wastes,
rock
loading
and
unloading from the
sites and mines)

Complied.
There have been no
spillage
incidents
noted.
Contractors
have
obtained permits to
operate
concrete
mixing plants.
Complied.
Workers are well
equipped with full
accommodations
and good hygienic
conditions, without
affecting the water
sources.

Surface
Water
resources
pollution
management
(from workers' daily
activities, storage of
materials,
concrete
mixing plants, the use
of
asphalt,
waste
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

The contractor has
not
supplemented
sign boards, fences
that have broken

Fences and warning
signs (speed limit
board,
construction
sign boards.) have
not been maitained
regularly

water
from
the
construction sites).

Air pollution control
(dust and noise
caused by purchasing,
transportation of raw
materials, waste,
concrete mixing plants
road construction,
sub-base, base,
asphalt)

Management
excavation soil
spoil

Road
management

Complied.
Materials
are
transported
on
covered trucks.
The
construction
equipment
undergoes
periodical
maintenance
and
technical inspection
according to the
regulations of the
authorities.
Regularly water the
site to reduce dust.

Complied
The contractor has
the contract of waste
disposal
and
treatment with Dong
Ha
Urban
Environment
Company
of
contractor
and The
moved the soil out of
flow at Lap Thach
Bridge location and
at km 4 + 265 Street
Ward 2 to Dong
Luong and Dong Le
and
Ong
Niem
bridge of Thanh
Nien Road

safety Partial Complied

Discovery of Cultural
Complied
Heritages
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Safety
and Partial Complied
Community/Occupatio
nal Health
Workers
management

Camps

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

The contractor has
not supplemented a
full system of sign
board in Dai Loc
bridge

The system of marker
posts, signs, fences
and signal lights have
not fully maintained at
Dai Loc birdge

Complied

Complied
The contractor taken
measures to prevent
the
COVID-19
pandemic
by
equipping personal
protective
equipment and hand
sanitizer solutions;
implementing social
in
Implementation
of distancing
accordance
with
COVID19
risk
Vietnamese
management plan
government
regulations; raising
awareness through
propaganda
and
poster hanging.
The
contractor
prepared
of
prevention plan on
COVID
19
and
submitted to CSC
review and to PMU
for approval
2.DH-UR NCB
2.1. Soil contamination
management
(from concrete mixing
plants, bitumen use,
construction
waste,
stone/soil loading and
unloading from the site
and mining from mines

Complied
Contractor
has
license to operate
the concrete mixing
plant.

2.2. Surface water
pollution management
(due to workers' daily Complied
activities, storage of
raw
materials,
concrete
mixing
plants, asphalt use,
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

waste
water
from
construction site)
2.3.
Air
pollution
control (dust and noise
caused by purchasing,
transportation of raw
materials,
waste,
concrete mixing plants
road construction subbase, base, asphalt)
2.4.
Solid
waste
management
(domestic solid waste,
construction solid and
liquid waste)

Complied
Materials
transported
covered trucks.

are
on

Complied
The contractor has
signed a contract
with Gio Linh Urban
Environment
Company to collect
construction waste

Complied
2.5. Management of All excavated soil
excavated soil from were collected and
construction sites
transported to the
dumpsite.

2.6.
Road
management

safety Partial Complied

The Contractor has
not supplemented a
full system of sign
boards
on
the
construction site.

Fences and warning
signs (speed limit
board,
construction
sign boards.) have
not been maitained
regularly

Complied
has
2.7.Construction
of Contractor
temporary
drainage
drainage system on
ditches,
sewage
construction site
flows directly to the
river
2.8.Discovery
Cultural Heritages

of

There
is
no
detection
during
construction.

Partial Complied.
At
construction
2.9.
Safety
and camps,
the
Community/Occupatio Contractor provided
nal Health
first aid medical
cabinets.

The Contractor has
not strictly complied
with the work of
labor protection in
the
construction, Workers don’t
especially
Hoang sufficient PPE
Dieu embankment
section.
Workers
are
periodically
allocated
labor

use
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Requirements as in
EMP

2.10. Camp Worker

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance
protection
and
trained on safety but
sometime,
worker
don’t use sufficient
PPE

Partially complied
Camps have site
rules,
fire Please
extinguishers,
fire comment
comment regulation,
first aid medicine
cabinets.

Issues that need
further actions

provide

Complied
The contractor taken
measures to prevent
the
COVID-19
epidemic
by
equipping personal
protective
equipment and hand
sanitizer solutions;
implementing social
Implementation
of distancing
in
COVID19
risk accordance
with
management plan
Vietnamese
government
regulations; raising
awareness through
propaganda
and
poster hanging.
The
contractor
prepared prevention
plan on COVID 19
and submitted to
CSC review and to
PMU for approval
3. LB-UR ICB
3.1. Solid waste
management
(domestic solid waste,
construction solid and
liquid waste)
3.2. Management of
excavated soil

Complied.
Domestic waste is
collected
and
processed by Urban
Environment
Company.
Complied.

3.3.
Air
pollution Complied.
control (dust and noise The
contractor
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status

caused by purchasing,
transportation of raw
materials,
waste,
concrete mixing plants
road construction subbase, base, asphalt)

carries out watering
to avoid dust 4
times/day
at
construction
sites
and
outside
connecting
roads
used by contractors
as diversion roads

(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

The Contractor has
not maintained the
signboard, warning
board and fences in
best
condition,
especially at the
landslide locations
and
potential
locations occurred
due to floods/heavy
rains in Hung Vuong
road

The
signboards/
warning board have
not been maintained
in good condition

3.4 Soil contamination Complied
management
No spilling issues
(from concrete mixing occurred
plants, use of asphalt,
construction wastes,
rock
loading
and
unloading from the
sites and mines)

3.5. Road safety
management

Partial Complied.

3.6.
Drainage Complied.
management on the
construction site
3.7. Surface water Complied
pollution management Workers are wellwith
(due to workers’ daily equipped
hygienic
conditions
activities, storage of
raw
materials, and do not affect the
concrete
mixing water source.
plants, asphalt use,
waste
water
from
construction site)

3.8. Safety and
Community/Occupatio
nal Health

Complied.
At
construction
camps,
the
Contractor provided
first aid medical
cabinets.
Workers
and
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

technicians receive
annual
health
checks.
Workers
are
periodically
allocated
labor
protection
and
trained on safety,
HIV
Complied.
Camps
are
equipped with fire
extinguishers,
fire
3.9. Construction
command
camps management
regulations, first aid
kit
cabinets,
bathrooms, kitchens.
Hygiene toilet is also
adequate equipped.
Complied
The contractor taken
measures to prevent
the
COVID-19
epidemic
by
equipping personal
protective
equipment and hand
sanitizer solutions;
implementing social
Implementation
of distancing
in
COVID19
risk accordance
with
management plan
Vietnamese
government
regulations; raising
awareness through
propaganda
and
poster hanging.
The
contractor
prepared prevention
plan on COVIT 19
and submitted
to
CSC review and to
PMU for approval
4. DH-MRF : handover in Mar 2019.
Workers need to wear
PPE and be
periodically checked
health

Complied
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Requirements as in
EMP
The facility has to
install firefighting
system

The facility has to
separate hazardous
waste

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

Complied

Complied

Landfill of Dong Ha
city only accepts
ordinary
daily-life
solid waste, does
not
receive
hazardous
waste,
therefore
no
hazardous waste to
be separated in the
facility.

5. DH-RE

5.1.
Waste
management
Partial Complied
(domestic solid waste,
solid
and
liquid
construction waste)

5.2.
Air
pollution
control (dust and noise
by
purchasing,
transporting
raw
materials, waste)

The
contractor
contracted
with
Urban Environment
Company to collect
and
process
domestic
waste.
Anyhow, sometime
workers throw away
domestic waste on
the construction site.

The Contractor must
strictly comply with
the requirements on
domestic
waste
storage and collect all
solid waste on the
construction site.

Complied
Transportation
vehicles
are
carefully
covered.
Inspection
and
maintenance
of
vehicles
are
implemented
periodically

Complied
Workers camps are
equipped with first
aid
kits,
fire
5.3. Worker's camps extinguishers, safety
and
social
issues regulations,
management
bathrooms, kitchens
and toilets.
There is no problem
of insecurity and
disorder in the area
5.4. Traffic
Management

Complied
Safety The
system
of
signboards, fences,
signal lights of the
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)
site
were
maintained.

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

fully

5.5. Surface water
pollution management
(caused
by Complied
wastewater
from
construction sites)
5.6 Safety and health
of
workers
/
Complied
community’s
management
Complied
The contractor taken
measures to prevent
the
COVID-19
epidemic
by
equipping personal
protective
equipment and hand
sanitizer solutions;
implementing social
Implementation
of distancing
in
COVID19
risk accordance
with
management plan
Vietnamese
government
regulations; raising
awareness through
propaganda
and
poster hanging.
The
contractor
prepared prevention
plan on COVIT 19
and submitted to
CSC review and to
PMU for approval
6. LB-LF
Complied
In the Oct and Now
2020, because of
storm and heavy
rain, some points of
6.1 Landslide and the package were
erosion management
landslide.
The
contractor
carries
out
solution
to
ensures safety for
vehicles
on
the
access road to the
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

landfill. Detail of
landslide situation is
presented in part 2
6.2.
Waste
management
(domestic solid waste,
solid
and
liquid
construction waste)

Complied
The
contractor
collected solid waste
on the construction
of access road

6.3. Air pollution (dust
and
noise)
by Complied
purchasing,
transporting
raw
materials, waste
Partial Complied
6.4. Worker's camps
and social issues

6.5. Traffic
Management

6.6. Surface
pollution

The contractor has There is no latrine for
not provided mobile worker
on
the
latrine for worker on construction site
the construction site

Complied
The
system
of
marker
posts,
Safety signboards, fences,
signal lights of the
site have been fully
maintained.
water Complied

6.7 Safety and health
of
workers
/ Partially complied
communities

Workers are lack of
The contractor has PPE (boot, gloves,
not provided all kind safety
straps
for
of PPE to workers.
workers working at
the height of over 3m)

Complied
The contractor taken
measures to prevent
the
COVID-19
epidemic
by
Implementation
of
equipping
personal
COVID19
risk
protective
management plan
equipment and hand
sanitizer solutions;
implementing social
distancing
in
accordance
with
Vietnamese
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Issues that need
further actions

government
regulations; raising
awareness through
propaganda
and
poster hanging.
The
contractor
prepared prevention
plan on COVIT 19
and submitted to
CSC review and to
PMU for approval
Song Hieu Bridge
Solid
waste
management
Partially complied
(domestic solid waste,
construction solid and
liquid waste)

The Contractor has
not
provided
sufficient
the
domestic
waste
container at the
workers' camps

There
are
not
sufficient
domestic
waste bins in the
worker camps

The Contractor has
not
coverred
of
materials
during
transportation on the
roads.

Material on the tructs
is not covered during
transportation on the
roads.

Soil
contamination
management
(from concrete mixing
plants, use of asphalt, Complied
construction wastes,
rock
loading
and
unloading from the
sites and mines)
Surface
Water
resources
pollution
management
(from workers' daily
activities, storage of Complied
materials,
concrete
mixing plants, the use
of
asphalt,
waste
water
from
the
construction sites).
Air pollution control
(dust
and
noise
caused by purchasing,
transportation of raw Partial Complied
materials,
waste,
concrete mixing plants
road
construction,
sub-base,
base,
asphalt)
Management
excavation soil
spoil

of
and Complied
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Requirements as in
EMP

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Complied
Road
safety There are water
management
transportation
signals
Discovery of Cultural Complied
Heritages
Partial Complied
All
signboards/warning
board have been set
up.
The
site
has
corrugated
iron
fences and night
lights
to ensure
traffic.
The contractor put a
project information
Safety
and sheet with project
and
Community/Occupatio information
contact
details
of
the
nal Health
contractor, CSC and
emergency
telephone number
on the construction
site
The substation area
is
separated
by
reflective-barriertape
There are electrical
and fire signals in
the welding are.

2.10. Worker Camp

Implementation
COVID19

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

The contractor has
not
provided
firefighting signs and
fire extinguishers at
the construction site.

Issues that need
further actions

There
are
not
sufficient firefighting
signs
and
fire
extinguishers at the
construction site

Complied
The contractor rent
a house for workers
and its adequate
facilities such as
toilet,
kitchen,
bathroom
Camps have site
rules,
fire
extinguishers,
fire
comment regulation,
first aid medicine
cabinets.

of Complied
risk
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Requirements as in
EMP
management plan

Comments or
reasons for noncompliance

Compliance status
(Yes, No, Partial)

Issues that need
further actions

The contractor taken
measures to prevent
the
COVID-19
epidemic
by
equipping personal
protective
equipment and hand
sanitizer solutions,
check temperature;
implementing social
distancing
in
accordance
with
Vietnamese
government
regulations; raising
awareness through
propaganda
and
poster hanging.
The
contractor
prepared prevention
plan on COVIT 19
and submitted
to
CSC review and to
PMU for approval

The issues for further action from the previous reporting period and this report are
summarized in Table 8. Issues are identified in the assessment of the compliance with the
implementation of mitigation measures in the updated EMP. If a requirement is fully
complied, there is usually no further action required.
Table 8. Corrective action plan
Issues

Further corrective

Implemented

actions

by/Supervised by

Solutions

Old issues from last report (Jan 2020 to July 2020):
DH-UR ICB
In the dry season,
although
the
contractor did water to
reduce dust but it was
not enough to control
dust

The contractor had to
increase spraying water 4
times
per
day
at
construction site of Dong
Luong – Dong Le

The issue was implemented
by Contractor Bach Dang
Construction Corporation
every day from 15 July to
end of dry season 2020,
except rain days

Done – no more
solution

Supervised by CSC/PMU

DH-RE
The contractor did not
implement
HIV

The contractor had to
implement HIV training

The issue was implemented
by Joint venture between

Done –
solution

no
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more

Issues
trainings to workers.

Further corrective

Implemented

actions

by/Supervised by

for their workers.

Solutions

Minh Dung Construction
Company and Truong Xuan
Construction Company.
Supervised by CSC

DH-UR NCB

In the dry season,
although
the
contractor waterred to
reduce dust but it was
not enough to control
dust

The worker conducted
watering 4 times a day at
the construction sites in
order to minimize dust
emissions on the site and
avoided
affecting
residents around the
construction area.

The issue was implemented
by Contractors - Joint
Venture between Thanh An
Joint Stock Company, Hung
Cuong Construction and
Investment
Joint
Stock
Company every day from 15
July to end of dry season
2020, except rain days

Done –
solution

no

more

Done –
solution.

no

more

Done –
solution.

no

more

Supervised by CSC
LB-UR ICB

Dust
was
controlled

not

The contractor carried
out watering to avoided
dust 4 times/day at
construction sites and
outside connecting roads
used by contractors as
diversion roads

The issue was implemented
by Contractor: Cienco 4
Company every day from 15
July to end of dry season
2020, except rain days.
Supervised by CSC, PMU

LB-LF
On the road to the
landfill, landslide and
erosion of slope at Km
4+300 and Km2+2506
that
might
cause
unsafety for vehicles
and people.
Technical measures
(maybe reduce slope
of upward taluy and
reinforce foundation of
taluy) had not yet
defined and approved
until end of August
2020 by PMU/CSC
1. The worker camp
did not ensure
living condition for
workers.
2. There was no
latrine for worker
on
the
construction site

The issue was implemented
by CSC
Supervised by CSC, PMU

Technical measures were
prepared and approved
in Sep 2020

1. The
contractor
carried out cleaning
the worker camp to
ensured
living
condition for workers
2. The contractor has
not
yet
provided
mobile latrine for
worker
on
the
construction site

Further corrective action
“number 2” will be
implemented by Contractor
(Joint Venture between
Quang Tri Construction and
General Trade Company
and SEEN Company).
Deadline is end of Jan 2021

CS need to check the
situation on the
construction site and
record in the monthly
report of Jan 2020

Supervise by CSC, PMU
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Issues
The system of marker
posts,
signboards,
fences, signal lights of
the site were not fully
maintained. It could
lead to traffic accident
Some location on the
access road were
landslide, collapsable
without suitable fence,
warning sign.
At end of down of
levelling area of the
landfill, there was a
small
spring
was
stopped flow because
of soil of filling from
the landfill.

Workers were lack of
PPE (boot, gloves)

Further corrective

Implemented

actions

by/Supervised by

Contractor
set
up
signboards,
fences,
signal lights at landslide,
collapsible points.

The technical solution
was considered by the
CS and PMU.

The contractor has to
provide all kind of PPE to
workers.

The issues were
implemented by Contractor
(Joint Venture between
Quang Tri Construction and
General Trade Company
and SEEN Company).
Supervised by CSC, PMU

The
contractor
has
implemented HIV training
for workers.

Done –
solution.

no

more

Done –
solution.

no

more

The issue was implemented
by CS
Supervised by PMU

The issue will be
implemented by Contractor
(Joint Venture between
Quang Tri Construction and
General Trade Company
and SEEN Company).
Deadline is end of Jan 2021
and it will be supervised by
CSC, PMU

The contractor was
not implemented HIV
trainings to workers.
This non-compliance
might lead to unsafe
for workers

Solutions

The issue was implemented
by Contractor (Joint Venture
between Quang Tri
Construction and General
Trade Company and SEEN
Company).

CS and PMU supervise
this implementation of
the contractor in Jan
2021.

Done – no more
solution.

Supervised by CSC, PMU

Song Hieu Bridge

The contractor did not
sign
contract
on
collection and disposal
domestic
and
hazardous waste with
authorized
organization

The contractor signed
waste
collection
contractor with URENCO
Dong Ha

The issue was implemented
by Contractor (Joint venture
of Trung Chinh trading and
construction
company
limited and civil engineering
construction joint - stock
company no.525).
Supervised by CSC (Joint
venture of bridge and tunnel
engineering consultant joint
stock company and Tan
Phong
engineering
&
construction
joint
stock
company)

Done – no more
solution.
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Issues

Further corrective

Implemented

actions

by/Supervised by

Solutions

DH-MRF – Handover and no need corrective actions.
New issues from this reporting period
DH-UR ICB

System
of
sign
boards, fence have
not fully maintained on
the construction site,
especial at Dai Loc
bridge

The contractor has to
supplements sign boards
on the construction site,
especial at Dai Loc
bridge.
The contractor has to
allocate
sufficient
manpower to ensure
traffic safety in the
section of Dai Loc bridge

The issues will be
implemented by Contractor
Bach Dang Construction
Corporation by end of Jan
2021

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case
the contractors do not
comply.
It should be carried out
by end of Jan 2021

Supervise by CSC/PMU

DH-RE

Domestic waste is not
collected
on
the
construction site

The contractor needs to
collect all domestic waste
on the construction site in
order
to
UNRENCO
transport it to the landfil

The
issues
will
be
implemented
by
Joint
venture between Minh Dung
Construction Company and
Truong Xuan Construction
Company.

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case
the contractors do not
comply.
It should be carried out
by end of Jan 2021

Supervise by CSC
DH-UR NCB

System
of
sign
boards, have not fully
maintained on the
construction site

The contractor has to
supplements sign boards
on the construction site

The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractors
- Joint Venture between
Thanh An Joint Stock
Company, Hung Cuong
Construction
and
Investment
Joint
Stock
Company by end of Jan
2021

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case
the contractors do not
comply.
It should be carried out
by end of Jan 2021

Supervise by CSC

Sometimes, workers
don’t use sufficient
PPE

The contractor has to
require their contractor
wear PPE during working
on the construction site

The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractors
- Joint Venture between
Thanh An Joint Stock
Company, Hung Cuong
Construction
and
Investment
Joint
Stock
Company by end of Jan
2021

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case
the contractors do not
comply.
It should be carried out
by end of Jan 2021

Supervise by CSC
LB-UR ICB
System
of
sign
boards, have not fully

The contractor has to
supplements
sufficient

The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractor:

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case
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Issues
maintained on the
construction
site,
especially
at
the
landslide locations in
Hung Vuong road

Further corrective

Implemented

actions

by/Supervised by

sign boards on the
construction
site,
especially at the landslide
locations in Hung Vuong
road

Cienco 4 Company by end
of Jan 2021

the contractors do not
comply.

Supervise by CSC, PMU

It should be carried out
by end of Jan 2021.

Solutions

LB-LF

There is no sufficient
latrine for worker on
the construction site

The contractor has to
provide sufficient mobile
latrine for worker on the
construction site

The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractor
(Joint Venture between
Quang Tri Construction and
General Trade Company
and SEEN Company).

CS need to check the
situation and record in
the monthly report of
Jan 2021

Deadline is end of Jan 2021
Supervise by CSC, PMU

Workers are lack of
PPE (boot, gloves,
safety belt)

The contractor has to
provide all kind of PPE to
workers.

The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractor
(Joint Venture between
Quang Tri Construction and
General Trade Company
and SEEN Company).
Deadline is end of Jan 2021
and it will be supervised by
CSC, PMU

CS and PMU supervise
this implementation of
the contractor in Jan
2021.

Song Hieu Bridge

There is not sufficient
waste bin in the
worker camp

Material is not covered
during transportation
on the road by trucks

The Contractor needs to
supplement the domestic
waste container at the
workers' camps.

The contractor needs to
covered all material on
the
trucks
during
transportation on the
roads

The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractor
(Joint venture of Trung
Chinh
trading
and
construction
company
limited and civil engineering
construction joint - stock
company no.525).
Deadline is Jan 2021

The CSC supervise this
implementation of the
contractor in Jan 2021.

Supervise by CSC (Joint
venture of bridge and tunnel
engineering consultant joint
stock company and Tan
Phong
engineering
&
construction
joint
stock
company)
The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractor
(Joint venture of Trung
Chinh
trading
and
construction
company
limited and civil engineering
construction joint - stock
company no.525).

The CSC supervise this
implementation of the
contractor in Jan 2021.

Deadline is Jan 2021
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Issues

Further corrective

Implemented

actions

by/Supervised by

Solutions

Supervise by CSC (Joint
venture of bridge and tunnel
engineering consultant joint
stock company and Tan
Phong
engineering
&
construction
joint
stock
company)

There
are
not
sufficient
firefighting
and extinguishers on
the construction site

The contractor needs to
provide
sufficient
firefighting
and
extinguishers
on
the
construction site

The
issue
will
be
implemented by Contractor
(Joint venture of Trung
Chinh
trading
and
construction
company
limited and civil engineering
construction joint - stock
company no.525).
Deadline is Jan 2021

The CSC supervise this
implementation of the
contractor in Jan 2021.

Supervise by CSC (Joint
venture of bridge and tunnel
engineering consultant joint
stock company and Tan
Phong
engineering
&
construction
joint
stock
company)

2. Environmental incidents caused by rain and flood
In the October and November 2020, due to unfavorable weather conditions, there were rains
and floods affecting the works of the project. The PMU and Construction Supervision
Consultant have inspected and reminded the construction contractors to take measures to
prevent landslides, clean up the site after floods to continue construction. The PMU also
reports to ADB on the recovery measurement of GMS project's after the flood in Oct and Nov
2020. Detail of affecting to the works and situation of remediation implementation are
presented in the below table:
Table 9: Environmental incidents caused by storm in Oct and Nov 2020

No
1

2

Packag
Affecting
es
locations
ICB Dong Ha
Km5+88
Km6+208
Road
Ward 2
to Dong
Luong,
Dong
Le.
NCB Dong Ha
Road
Km4+300-

Issues

Situation of solution
implementation

- Slope landslide on - This section is under progress on
the bank of Thach site
clearance,
therefore
Han River
remediation measures will be
carried out after completing the
site clearance.
- Funding for remediation: Capital
source
of
the
construction
package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Slope landsile on - The slope has repaired and
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No

Packag
Affecting
es
locations
Hoang Km4+350;
Dieu

Km 4+
Km4+442

Ba
Trieu
Road

3
4

Km1+550Km1+60

Issues
the left of Hoang
Dieu

401- - Downward slope
landsile on the left of
Hoang Dieu road,
affects to structure
of the corresponding
sidewalk.

Upward
slope
landsile on the right
of Ba Trieu road,
affects to structure
of the suface road at
section under the
railway.

Situation of solution
implementation
reinforced with a gabion at the
landslide
Funding
for
remediation:
Contingency capital of bidding
package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: Jan 2021
- The slope has repaired the
reinforced soil embankment, and
will be reinforced with a gabion
later
- Funding for remediation:
Contingency capital of bidding
package and budget from natural
disaster compensation insurance
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: Jan 2021 and
to be continued
- Ground filling was carried out at
landslide point and reinforced
embankment. Anyhow the surface
road of Ba Trieu has not yet
repaired.
- Funding for remediation: Capital
source
of
the
construction
package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: Jan 2021 and
to be continued

Hieu River Embankment
No affecting
Lao Bao Landfill
Access (Km2+300
(on Slope landslide of - Completed reparing a part of
Road
the left side); road basement
landslide within of construction
Km2+730
–
site.
Km2+745
(on
- Funding for remediation: Capital
the right side)
source
of
the
construction
package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: Nov 2020 and
to be continued
Km2+654
- Drainage along the - Removed the damaged drainage
Km3+21 (on the road was damaged
but it has not reconstructed yet
right side)
- Funding for remediation: Capital
source
of
the
construction
package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
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No

Packag
es

Landfill
area

Affecting
locations

Situation of solution
implementation
- Time to carry out: Nov 2020 and
to be continued

Km0 -:- Km0+86 Slope landslide of - Completed reparing of landslide
and
basement of the - Funding for remediation: Capital
Km0+131-:landfill
source
of
the
construction
Km0+177.
package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: Nov 2020

Km0+560,8
Km0+580,8

5

Issues

Lighting system
Lighting
system
of Hieu
River

-:- Slope landslide of - Completed reparing of landslide
basement of the - Funding for remediation: Capital
landfill
source
of
the
construction
package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: Nov 2020

- Lighting poles: 7
poles
were
damanged.
Security
light
control box: 1 box
was damaged
- 36 lightinh poles
were
flooded,
because of salty
water those lighting

- It has not yet repaired
Funding
for
remediation:
Contigency capital source of the
construction package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: June 2021
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No

Packag
es

Affecting
locations

Issues

Situation of solution
implementation

poles will be rusty

Lighiting
system
on the
Hoang
Dieu
Road

6

- Lighting poles: All
poles on the road
was flooded from
1.5m
–
1.8m
because of salty
water those lighting
poles will be rusty.
Security
light
control boxes: Water
of the Hieu river
flooded HD3 control
boxes that it was not
be repaired.

ICB Lao Bao
Hung
Km0+215Vuong
Km0+220;
Road
Km1+530
Km1+585

Km0+257

Km1+576

- It has not yet repaired
Funding
for
remediation:
Contigency capital source of the
construction package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: June 2021

Slope landslide on - It has not yet carried out
the left side
remediation
Funding
for
remediation:
Contigency capital source of the
construction package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
- Time to carry out: June 2021
+ A part of the - Completed reparing
paving to reinforce - Funding for remediation: Capital
the slope on the source
of
the
construction
right side of the line package
of 4x (3x3) box - Implement by the construction
culvert
was contractor.
damaged.
- Time to carry out: Nov 2020

Downstream of the - It has not yet carried out
sewer at Km1 + 576 remediation
is severe landslide
Funding
for
remediation:
Contigency capital source of the
construction package
- Implement by the construction
contractor.
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No

Packag
es

7

Song
Hieu
Bridge

Affecting
locations

Issues

Situation of solution
implementation
- Time to carry out: June 2021

Non-affecting

3. Health and Safety
During the reporting period there have been no safety incidents on the site and there are no
labor incidents which have occurred that affect the health of workers.
Regarding prevention pandemic COVID19, the PMU prepared a health and safety plan in
June 2020. The plan includes COVID19 risk assessments at the project area, preventive
measures, detection and response, guiding contractors to develop their health and safety
plans and providing them a template of the plan. CSC has required the contractors to
implement preventive measures such as taking workers’ temperature, providing masks and
medical alcohol…as regulation from the government, adding the issue into weekly report of
contractors. CSC also has supervised implementation COVIT19 preventive measures of the
contractor and has reported to PMU by environmental monthly report since April 2020 until
the end of this reporting period.
The Contractors of DH-UR ICB, DH-UR NCB, LB-UR ICB, DH-RE, LB-LF and SHB have
implemented the mitigation measures set out in the EMP to ensure safety and health of
workers and community.
CSC is regularly present at the site in order to inspect, supervise and remind the Contractors
of implementation of safety measures. Anyhow, some uncomplying safety issues as workers
have not used fully labor protection equipment or lack of signboard, fences lengthen without
thoroughly solution.
Some safety issues at the site have not been fully complied and some additional solutions
are needed which mentioned in Table 9 below
Table 10. Health and Safety corrective action plan
Issues

Further corrective
actions
Old issues from last report (Jan to June 2020)

Implemented by/
Supervised by

Solution

Package Lao Bao Landfill
The
system
of
marker
posts,
signboards, fences,
signal lights of the
site has not been
fully maintained. It
can lead to traffic
accident
Some location on
the access road are
landslide,
collapsable without
suitable
fence,
warning sign.
Workers are lack of
PPE (boot, gloves)

Contractor need set
up signboards, fences,
signal
lights
at
landslide, collapsible
points.

The contractor has to
provide all kind of PPE

The issue was
implemented by
Contractor (Joint
Venture between
Quang Tri Construction
and General Trade
Company and SEEN
Company).
Supervised by CSC,
PMU

Contractor (Joint
Venture between

No more solution

This issue has not been
sloved
during
the
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Issues

Further corrective
actions
to workers.

Implemented by/
Supervised by
Quang Tri Construction
and General Trade
Company and SEEN
Company) during the
reporting period.
Supervised by CSC,
PMU

Solution
reporting report therefore
it needs more solution.
The contractor has to
provide all kind of PPE to
workers in Jan 2021 and
require them to wear
whenever working on the
construction site.
CS and PMU supervise
this implementation of the
contractor in Jan 2021.
Deadline is end of Jan
2021

Package DH-RE: No issue on health and safety from last report
Package: DH-UR ICB: No issue on health and safety from last report
Package DH-UR-NCB: No issue on health and safety from last report
Package LB-UR ICB: No issue on health and safety from last report
New issues form this report
Lao Bao Landfill

There is no sufficient
latrine for worker on
the construction site

The contractor has to
provide
sufficient
mobile
latrine
for
worker
on
the
construction site

The issue will be
implemented
by
Contractor
(Joint
Venture
between
Quang Tri Construction
and General Trade
Company and SEEN
Company).
Deadline is end of Jan
2021
Supervise
PMU

Workers are lack of
PPE (boot, gloves,
safety belt)

The contractor has to
provide all kind of PPE
to workers.

CS need to check the
situation and record in the
monthly report of Jan
2021

by

CSC,

The issue will be
implemented
by
Contractor
(Joint
Venture
between
Quang Tri Construction
and General Trade
Company and SEEN
Company).

CS and PMU supervise
this implementation of the
contractor in Jan 2021.

Deadline is end of Jan
2021 and it will be
supervised by CSC,
PMU
DH-ICB
System
of
sign
boards, fence have
not fully maintained

The contractor has to
supplements
sign
boards
on
the

The issues will be
implemented by
Contractor Bach Dang

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case the
contractors do not comply.
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Issues
on the construction
site, especial at Dai
Loc bridge

Further corrective
actions
construction
site,
especial at Dai Loc
bridge.

Implemented by/
Supervised by
Construction
Corporation by end of
Jan 2021

The contractor has to
allocate
sufficient
manpower to ensure
traffic safety in the
section of Dai Loc
bridge

Supervise by
CSC/PMU

Solution

Song Hieu Bridge

There
are
not
sufficient firefighting
and extinguishers on
the construction site

The contractor needs
to provide sufficient
firefighting
and
extinguishers on the
construction site

The issue will be
implemented
by
Contractor
(Joint
venture of Trung Chinh
trading
and
construction company
limited and
civil
engineering
construction joint stock
company
no.525).

The CSC supervise this
implementation of the
contractor in Jan 2021.

Deadline is Jan 2021
Supervise by CSC
(Joint venture of bridge
and tunnel engineering
consultant joint stock
company and Tan
Phong engineering &
construction joint stock
company)

DH-UR NCB

System
of
sign
boards, have not
fully maintained on
the construction site

The contractor has to
supplements
sign
boards
on
the
construction site

The issue will be
implemented
by
Contractors - Joint
Venture
between
Thanh An Joint Stock
Company,
Hung
Cuong
Construction
and Investment Joint
Stock Company by end
of Jan 2021

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case the
contractors do not comply.

Supervise by CSC

Sometimes, workers
don’t use sufficient
PPE

The contractor has to
require their contractor
wear
PPE
during
working
on
the
construction site

The issue will be
implemented
by
Contractors - Joint
Venture
between
Thanh An Joint Stock
Company,
Hung
Cuong
Construction
and Investment Joint
Stock Company by end
of Jan 2021

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case the
contractors do not comply.
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Issues

Further corrective
actions

Implemented by/
Supervised by

Solution

Supervise by CSC
LB-UR ICB
System
of
sign
boards, have not
fully maintained on
the construction site,
especially at the
landslide locations in
Hung Vuong road
DH-RE

The contractor has to
supplements sufficient
sign boards on the
construction
site,
especially
at
the
landslide locations in
Hung Vuong road

The issue will
implemented
Contractor: Cienco
Company by end
Jan 2021

be
by
4
of

The CSC supervise and
report to PMU in case the
contractors do not comply.

Supervise by CSC,
PMU
No issue on health and safety from this report

4. Environmental quality monitoring
The environmental quality monitoring is part of the CSC’s contract. The construction
supervision consultant (CSC) assigned a qualified environment supervisor and sign contract
with a unit Centre of Natural Resources and Environmental Monitoring belong to DONRE
Quang Tri a that have function of sampling analysis to carry out sampling for monitoring
environmental indicators with the support from the PMU.
The monitoring plan for the quarterly environmental monitoring is targeted on the ongoing
working sites at each package and includes environmental indicators, sites and frequencies,
samples, methods of data collection. The purpose of the monitoring plan is to determine the
effectiveness of the remedial measures and record any positive or negative environmental
impacts beyond the projected estimates.
Monitoring activities during the reporting period: In this report, the environmental
monitoring plan was carried out once in end of September and November 2020. The
monitoring plan is focused on the four packages with ongoing construction activities including
DH-UR ICB; LB-UR ICB, DH-RE, DH-UR NCB. The number of monitored samples is
adjusted for each package depending on the progress of construction, completion of items or
areas affected to the environmental components.
Results of monitoring air quality, surface water at some construction sites of bidding
packages are shown in Appendix 1 of this report. All of monitoring parameters are within
allowable limit.
Dong Ha Urban Road package: this package was taken samples at roads Ba Trieu, Hoang
Dieu, Truong Chinh, Ward 2 to Dong Luong – Dong Le in Sep and Nov 2020.
Monitoring parameters for Ba Trieu, Hoang Dieu, Ward 2 to Dong Luong – Dong Le include
ambient air quality, noise and vibration, surface water but for Truong Chinh Road, there was
added monitoring on soil quality. Specific parameters are:
- Ambient Air quality: Microclimate factors (temperature, wind speed), Total suspended
particles (TSP), SO2, NO2, CO.
- Noise level and vibration level
- Surface water monitoring: Total suspended solids (TSS), As, Cd, Pb, Oil and grease, Total
PH (TPH), total coliform, E.Coli, Chemical oxygen demand (COD), Biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD5), temperature
The monitoring locations at each route were presented in below table:
Table 11: Monitoring location of Dong Ha Urban Road

No.

Sample type

Time

Mark
1. NCB

Monitoring location
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No.

Sample type

Time

Mark
1. NCB

Monitoring location

a. Hoang Dieu Road

1

2

Sep

KHD1

At the construction site of Hoang Dieu
road (Km1 + 900)

Sep

KHD2

At the construction site of Hoang Dieu
road (Km4+400)

Sep

NMHD1

At Hieu river, At Km 1+ 900 of Hoang
Dieu road

Sep Nov

NMHD2

At Hieu river, At Km 4+400 of Hoang
Dieu road

Sep

NMHD2

At Hieu river, At Km 0+100 of Hoang
Dieu road

Sep Nov

NMBT

At the Hieu river, Km 1+600 of Ba
Trieu road

Ambient air, noise and
vibration

Surface water

b. Ba Trieu road
1

Surface water

2. ICB – Ward 2 to Dong Luong – Dong Le road
1

Surface water

Sep Nov

NMĐL

At the stream flowing through Lap
Thach bridge, Ward 2 to Dong Luong
- Dong Le road

Assessment on monitoring results:
- Ambient air quality at monitoring locations where there are no signs of polluted dust and
toxic gases (SO2, NO2, CO). These parameters are within allowable limit as regulated in
QCVN 05: 2013/BTNMT.
Regarding noise and vibration level: At the time of monitoring, the measurement results are
within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 26: 2010/BTNMT and QCVN 27:
2010/BTNMT.
- Surface water quality in the construction areas are quite good, construction of the roads of
Hoang Dieu, Ba Trieu, and Ward 2 to Dong Luong Dong Le has not affected the surface
water quality of the area. At two time of monitoring in Sep and Nov 2020, all surface water
quality parameters meet allowable limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT
(column B1)
Lao Bao Urban Road ICB package: Monitoring parameters were taken at Hung Vuong
Road where are being constructed in Sep 2020. The parameters include ambient air quality,
noise and vibration, surface water.
- Ambient air: Microclimate factors (temperature, wind speed), Total suspended particles
(TSP), SO2, NO2, CO.
- Noise level and vibration level
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- Surface water monitoring: Total suspended solids (TSS), As, Cd, Pb, Oil and grease, Total
PH (TPH), total coliform, Chemical oxygen demand (COD), Biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD5), temperature, E.coli
Specific monitoring locations are listed in the below table:
Table 12: Monitoring location of Lao Bao Urban Road in Mar 2020

Number
of
samples

Mark

Monitoring location

1

Ambient air,
noise and
vibration

01

KHV

At the construction site of Hung Vuong
road (Km1 + 900), Khe Sanh town

2

Surface water

01

NMHV

At the lake Km1 + 900 of the Hung Vuong
road, Khe Sanh town

No

Parameter

Assessment on monitoring result:
- At the time of monitoring in Sep 2020, the ambient air at monitoring locations where there
are no signs of being polluted and presence of dust and toxic gases (SO2, NO2, CO). These
parameters are within the allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 05: 2013 / BTNMT
Regarding noise and vibration level: At the time of monitoring, the measurement results are
within the allowed limits in accordance with QCVN 26: 2010/BTNMT and QCVN 27:
2010/BTNMT.
- Surface water: At the time of monitoring, all surface water quality parameters satisfy the
allowed limit in accordance with QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT (column B1).
Dong Ha River Embankment Package:
Sampling location of the package were the same in Sep and Nov 2020, at the construction
site of Hieu river Embankment Km 2+ 200.
Monitoring parameters were taken including surface water: pH, DO, TSS, BOD5, COD, NH4N, NO3-N, PO4-P, Fe, Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd, Grease and Oil, coliform, E.coli.
Assessment on monitoring result:
Surface water: Surface water quality in the construction areas are quite good, construction
activities of the Hieu river embankments have not affected surface water quality of the area.
At the time of monitoring, all of parameters meet requirements in accordance with QCVN 08MT:2015/ BTNMT (column B1)
III.

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION, INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND CAPACITY
BUILDING

In the report period, there was not public consultation. However, the exchange and answer to
information and inquiries of people are regularly carried out by contractors, supervision
consultants and project management unit during their working time on the construction sites.
There were not community consultation or information disclosure by any official meeting in
this reporting period.
Capacity building activities in the report period did not carry out.
This semi-annual environmental monitoring report send to DONRE to report.
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IV.

GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM

The PMU publicized information on the ADB's accountability mechanism on the provincial
television; PMU sent document on cooperation of publicly disclose the ADB's accountability
mechanism to the local authorities, all affected households and community in the GMS
project community.
The PMU has carried out public information about ADB's feedback mechanism on the
provincial television 3 times, a week apart from each time in December 2017. Specifically, on
December 20, 2017, the PMU issued Document No. 680 / BQLDA-GMS to local authorities
in project-affected areas on coordinating to disclosed GRM of ADB to the community. On
December 25, 2017, Dong Ha City People's Committee issued Document No. 2427 / UBNDVP to the Radio and People's Committees of wards on the disclosure of GRM of ADB to the
communities in the GMS project area.
In the reporting period, there are not any environmental complaints has presented from local
communities.
• Number of new complaints, since the last monitoring: 0
• Number of complaints solved: 0
• Number of complaints being resolved: 0
Table 13. The Grievance Redress Mechanism
Types of complaints

Required actions,
responsibility and time

Resolutions

Old issues from previous reports
No
New issues from this report
No

V.

CONCLUSION
Regarding to statements on compliance status of EMP implementation and key finding in this
reporting period:
- In Oct and Nov 2020, there was storm and heavy rain caused flood and landslide in some
construction site of the project. Detail of damage by the storm was assessed by the PMU of
GMS, CSC and the construction contractor (Table 9). The construction contractors carried
out remediation measures, some landslides have been completed such as landfill area,
Hoang Dieu road, the rest of landslide/damage have been repaired a part and to be
continued in the Q1 - Q2 of year 2021 (table 9). PMU and CSC supervised the contractors to
implemented corrective actions this incident.
- All most mitigation measures were carried out by the contractors, anyhow, there were some
issues have not been fully complied with. Mitigation measures that were not complied
including wearing PPE of workers, insufficient maintain signs board system, no mobile latrine
for workers on the construction site or insufficient firefighting and extinguishers on the
construction site...that presented in Table 8 and Table 10.
- Monitoring sample was implemented by CSC and all parameters were in allowance limit.
- The project is being comply with all indicators in Loan Agreement
- There were not community consultation or information disclosure by any official meeting in
this reporting period.
- Capacity building activities in the report period did not carry out
- In the reporting period, there are not any environmental complaints has presented from
local communities
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- PMU and CSC required the contractors implemented preventive measures such as taking
workers’ temperature, providing masks and medical alcohol…as regulation of the
government, and adding the issue into weekly report of contractors.
Recommendation:
- The environmental effect monitoring plan should be carried on time and suitable for
construction progress.
- The corrective actions that mentioned in this report have to intergrated in supervision
checklist of the CSC. The CSC has to record one by one completed corrective action in the
monthly report and submit to PMU. Furthermore, the construction contractors have to
mentioned remediation measures that they carry out in their daily site diary as well as their
monthly environmental report to the CSC and PMU.
VI.

Annexes

Annex 1: Result of sampling
Sampling results for package DHUR:
Result of air quality in Sep 2020
Table 1. Air quality, noise and vibration monitoring results for DHUR

No

Parameter

Result

Unit

KHD1

KHD2

QCVN 05:2013/
BTNMT

1

Temperature

0

C

29,8

31,3

-

2

Wind speed

m/s

2,5

2,4

-

3

Total
suspended
μg/m3
particulate (TSP)

193

170

300

4

SO2

μg/m3

31

24

350

5

NO2

μg/m3

21

19

200

6

CO

μg/m3

2269

2230

30.000
70

7

Noise level

dB(A)

68,4

66,8
(QCVN 26:2010
/BTNMT)

8

Vibration level

dB

<60

<60

75
(QCVN 27:2010
/BTNMT)

- QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT National technical standard on air quality;
QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT National technical standard on noise;
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- “<”: The result is less than the measuring range of the test method;
- (-): Not regulated.
- KPH: Undetected

Result of surface water
Table 2. Surface water quality monitoring result of DHUR in Sep 2020

No. Parameter Unit
NMĐL
1

Temperat
ure

o

NMHD3

NMBT

QCVN 08-MT:
2015/BTNMT
(column B1)

Result
NMHD1 NMHD2

C

24,1

24,8

25,1

24,3

23,8

-

2

TSS

mg/l

9,0

KPH

4,2

18

7,8

50

3

BOD5

mg/l

2,2

31,9

2,0

2,0

1,9

15

4

COD

mg/l

10

7,0

9,0

7,0

8

30

5

As

µg/l

KPH

KPH
(0,70*)

KPH
(0,70*)

KPH
(0,70*)

KPH
(0,70*)

50

6

Cd

mg/l

KPH

KPH
KPH
(0,002*) (0,002*)

KPH
(0,002*)

KPH
(0,002*)

0,01

7

Pb

mg/l

KPH

KPH
(0,01*)

KPH
(0,01*)

KPH
(0,01*)

KPH
(0,01*)

0,05

8

TPH

mg/l

KPH

KPH
(0,3*)

KPH
(0,3*)

KPH

KPH

(0,3*)

(0,3*)

KPH
(0,18*)

KPH
(0,18*)

KPH

KPH

(0,18*)

(0,18*)

9

KPH

Oil
and
mg/l
grease

1

10

Coliform

MPN/1
00ml

54

240

150

430

210

7500

11

E.Coli

MPN/1
00ml

14

23

9

30

7

100

Table 3. Surface water quality monitoring result of DHUR in Nov 2020

Result
No.

1

Parameter

Temperature

Unit

o

C

NMĐL
24,5

NMHD2
23,9

NMBT

QCVN 08-MT:
2015/BTNMT
( column B1)

24,2

-

45

2

TSS

mg/l

7,0

3

BOD5

mg/l

2,5

4

COD

mg/l

7

5

As

µg/l

KPH(0,70*)

6

Cd

mg/l

KPH
(0,002*)

7

Pb

mg/l

KPH (0,01*)

8

Oil and
grease

mg/l

KPH (0,30*)

9

TPH

mg/l

KPH (0,3*)

10

Coliform

MPN/100ml

210

11

E.Coli

MPN/100ml

20

9,8
2,3
9
KPH(0,70*)
KPH (0,002*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH (0,30*)
KPH (0,3*)
640
70

8,2

50

1,6

15

7

30

KPH(0,70*)

50

KPH(0,002*)

0,01

KPH(0,01*)

0,05

KPH (0,30*)

1

KPH (0,3*)

-

640

7500
100

70

Sampling results for package Lao Bao UR:
Result of air quality
Table 4. Air quality monitoring results of LBUR in Sep 2020

No.

Parameters

Unit

Result

QCVN 05:2013/
BTNMT

KHV
o

1

Temperature

C

2

Wind speed

3

TSP

μg/m3

4

SO2

μg/m3

5

NO2

μg/m3

6

CO

μg/m3

m/s

29,8

-

2,0
248
22
25
2343

300
350
200
30000

QCVN 26:2010
/BTNMT
70
QCVN 27:2010
8 Vibration level
dB
<60
/BTNMT
75
Notes: - QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT National technical standard for ambient air quality;
7

Noise

dB(A)

68,5

- (-): Not regulated; KPH: Not detected; LOD: Limit of Detection
Result of Surface water quality
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Table 5 monitoring results of LBUR in Sep 2020
Result
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Parameter

NMHV

QCVN 08MT:2015/
BTNMT (cột B1)

25,8
5,4
1,4
4
KPH(0,70*)
KPH(0,002*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,3*)
KPH(0,18*)
95
14

50
15
30
50
0,01
0,05
1
7500
100

Unit
o

Temperature
TSS
BOD5
COD
As
Cd
Pb
TPH
Oil and grease
Coliform
E.Coli

C
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
μg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

Notes:
- (-): Not regulated.
- KPH: undetected
Sampling results for package Dong Ha River Embankment:
Table 6. Surface water quality monitoring result of DHRE in Sep and Nov 2020

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Parameter

Unit

pH
DO
TSS
BOD5
COD
NH4-N
NO3-N
PO4-P
Fe
Cu
Zn
Pb
Cd
Oil and grease
Coliform
E.Coli

-

mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

Result

QCVN 08-MT: 2015/
BTNMT
(Column B1)
NMKSH (Sep) NMKSH (Nov)
7,5
6,3
6,4
1,7
9
0,12
0,25
KPH(0,04*)
0,059
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KPH(0,18*)
240
9

7,7
6,2
3,4
2,1
8
0,18
0,2
KPH(0,04*)
0,1
KPH(0,03*)
KPH(0,04*)
KPH(0,01*)
KPH(0,002*)
KPH(0,18*)
460
7

5,5-9
≥4
50
15
30
0,9
10
0,3
1,5
0,5
1,5
0,05
0,01
1
7500
100

Notes: - (-): Not regulated.
- KPH: undetected
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Annex 2: Some photos on sampling monitoring

Take air sample at the construction site of of Hung
Vuong Road – LB ICB (Nov 2020)

Take sample of surface water at the construction
sites of Hung Vuong Road – LB ICB (Nov 2020)

Take sample of surface water at the construction sites
of Hung Vuong Road – LB ICB (Sep 2020)

Take air sample at the construction site of Hung
Vuong Road – LB ICB (Sep 2020)

Take sample of surface water at the construction sites
of Hoang Dieu road – DH UR

Take sample of ambient air at the construction sites
of Ba Trieu road - DHUR
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